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UNDERGRADUATE COUNCIL MEETING  
November 9, 2010

Present: Michael Luckett, Deanna Bullard, Jennefer Khattabi, Bonnie Braun, Kaya Van Beynen, Seth McKee, Donny Smoak, and Wei Guan.

Absent: N/A

ANT 4930 or ANT 4414: Seminar in Archaeological Methods and Theory  
- SLO’s in syllabus  
- Needs to remove that this would count as a Social Science General Ed Requirement  
- Needs clarification of minimum instructor qualifications  
- Pending the above two changes, Bonnie moved to approve. Mike seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

ANT 4355: The History and Archaeology of the African Diaspora  
- SLO’s in syllabus  
- Needs to remove that this would count as a Social Science General Ed Requirement  
- Pending the above two changes, Bonnie moved to approve. Mike seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

ANT 4353: Peoples of Africa  
- Needs clarification of minimum instructor qualifications  
- Needs to remove that this would count as a Social Science General Ed Requirement  
- SLO’s in syllabus  
- Pending the above changes, Mike moved to approve. Deanna seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

CLP 4XXX: Autism Spectrum Disorders  
- SLO’s in syllabus  
- Needs to remove that this would count as a General Ed Requirement  
- Needs clarification of minimum instructor qualifications  
- Pending the above two changes, Mike moved to approve. Bonnie seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

PSY 4XXX: Ethics in Psychological Mental Health  
- SLO’s in syllabus  
- Instructor Qualifications within reason  
- Deanna moved to approve. Kaya seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

Change to Catalog in Psychology Major Degree Requirements  
- Request to adjust 4000 Level Requirement/reclassification of courses in major groups  
- Should remove “Addition of New Course”  
- Jennefer moved to approve. Seth seconded.  
- Unanimously approved.

Change to Catalog in Psychology Major Degree/Addition of “diversity” requirement
- Requirement changes must be clarified
- Request Tabled

**Request to add a Track/Concentration in Environmental Science and Policy Major**
- Tabled, awaiting latest version of proposal

**CLP 4XXX: Psychology of Religion**
- Needs to work on SLO’s and align with syllabus and course objectives
- Request tabled/returned for clarification/improvement/removal of general education

**SOP 4XXX: Cross-Cultural Psychology**
- Needs to work on SLO’s and align with syllabus and course objectives
- Request tabled/returned for clarification/improvement/removal of general education

**CRW 4924: Advanced Creative Writing**
- New course proposal
- No general education issues
- Few SLO’s in syllabus
- Add SLO’s and align to course assignments/objectives
- Mike moved to approve pending above changes. Deanna seconded.
- Unanimously approved

**CRW 3013: Introduction to Creative Writing**
- Return/needs clarification with new form

**Request for Certification in Creative Writing**
- Discussed what is a minor versus a certificate
- Need catalog copy/clarification of electives
- Returned with request to re-submit as a package using new form

Discussed inviting Linda Crossman to next meeting scheduled on December 2, 2010 and the need to agree upon the Undergraduate Council’s current charge.